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ABSTRACT 
A canonical algorithm for minimal partial realization of MIMO systems is given. 
The paper starts from the work of Dickinson et al. and Anderson et al. but 
reformulates it in the style of Antoulas so that the elements to construct a matrix 
continued fraction are obtained. It gives a detailed explicit algorithm to compute a 
uniquely defined canonical form of this continued fraction. A number of remarkable 
properties of this canonical form are proved. An example is included. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of minimal (partial) realization [M(P)R] is to find a (partial) 
model for the data 
M,, M,, M,,..., 
i.e. to find a rational function which has an expansion around infinity which 
is of the form 
M,z-‘+M,z-~+ ..+ +M,z-“+ . . . . 
The recursive solution of this problem has a long history and is in the case of 
scalar data M, essentially given by the Euclidean algorithm. It constructs a 
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continued fraction whose convergents are successive (minimal) partial real- 
izations that approximate the data in a Pad&like sense. Some history of this 
problem and related topics is given in the introduction of [2]. Some key 
papers are [ 13,12,10,7]. 
The extension of this theory for the case where the M, are p X m 
matrices has a more recent history. The generalization of the Berlekamp- 
Massey algorithm was first given by Dickinson, Morf, and Kailath [8] and 
Anderson, Brasch, and Iopresti [l]. However, the relation of their generaliza- 
tion to related topics of the Euclidean algorithm, continued fractions, Padi: 
approximation, etc. are not worked out. Fuhrmann [9] gives a matrix contin- 
ued fraction and its relation to the Euclidean algorithm, but some simple and 
nice properties are still lacking. Antoulas [2] then provides a theory which 
indeed seems to be the right approach to generalize all the nice properties of 
the scalar case. He uses a framework to derive his results that doesn’t make 
clear how the original algorithms of [8] and [l] fit into it. 
In a recent Ph.D. thesis of the first author [14], it is shown how, starting 
from [8] (or [l]), you can obtain the.results of Antoulas. We shall not give all 
the derivations here, but only give a brief resume which is needed to 
formulate algorithm MPR of Section 3. This is an explicit formulation of a 
slightly modified version of [8, 11. This modification makes the relation with 
the work of Antoulas [2] straightforward. It is not essential to start from [8, l] 
if you want to obtain the main results of this paper. They could as well have 
been obtained from [2] immediately. We shall give some suggestions in that 
direction below. However, we have chosen for the approach of this paper for 
two reasons. Firstly, it allows us to give an explicit and detailed algorithm 
which is closer to the presentation of [8, 11, rather than a more theoretical 
characterization of the solution as in [2]. Secondly, because of the different 
approaches to the problem by [8, l] on one hand and [2] on the other, it is 
not trivial, except for a few specialists, to see that the relationship between 
the two is as intimate as given here. 
The main results of this paper are in Sections 4 and 5. In Section 4 
algorithm MPR is extended with some extra steps, which are given in the 
definition of MakeCanonical (see Section 4) and which perform some normal- 
ization of the solution. The solution of the MPR problem is not unique, but all 
possible solutions can be easily described once a solution is obtained by 
algorithm MPR (see Section 3). The solution obtained by the normalization 
picks a specific solution and also fixes the other objects appearing in 
algorithm MPR uniquely. In this way everything is made canonical, and we 
shall refer to this Canonical form of the algorithm MPR as CMPR. This 
canonical solution has a lot of very interesting properties, which are given in 
Section 5. Some of these (but not all) are also satisfied by the solution given 
by Antoulas. Section 6 gives an example. 
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The relations with the Euclidean algorithm and Pade approximation are 
given elsewhere [6]. 
Although the approach used here is mainly like the one in [8, 11, the 
results are close to those obtained in [2]. However, there are some essential 
differences which may be worth stressing. The main line of the recursive 
realization proposed in [2] is as follows. All (minimal) partial realizations for 
the data M1,Mz,...,M,_l are described in terms of some matrix rational 
function Z, (which is basically the same as our Z, of Section 5). Then a 
closed form solution [2, Equation (5.6)] is given for this Z, to select among 
these a unique minimal partial realization of the previous data extended with 
M,. Again all possible solutions can be described. It will then take some work 
to find a coprime polynomial numerator-denominator pair C,,A,l for Z,. 
When these are obtained, one is ready to prepare for the next step. 
The unique solution proposed by Antoulas in [2] also has a lot of 
interesting properties which are shared by the one proposed in this paper. 
However, our choice guarantees the physical realizability of the ladder 
network which can be associated with the algorithm (see the causality 
properties of Theorem 5.10), while this is not true in general for the solution 
of [2]. Of course, since all the elements are present, it is possible to construct 
a physical realizable ladder network starting from the solution of [2]. How- 
ever, we then have to go back to previous solutions and modify them. In this 
way, recursiveness is lost. (We mean here recursiveness in the sense of [2] 
and to a certain extent also recursiveness in the algorithmic sense.) As a 
matter of fact, the same problem appears in our solution. To define our 
canonical solution for M,, . . . , M,, we need in general some information from 
M n+l, Mn+2,... The problem is essentially the same: we anticipate the 
values to come, while in an adaptation of [2], one would wait until all this 
information is present and then go back as far as necessary to adapt 
previously computed solutions. The algorithm proposed in this paper is 
recursive in the algorithmic sense, and it is possible to make it recursive in 
the sense of [2] if one postpones the computation of a new solution until all 
the information is available. This would make our algorithm considerably 
more complicated, in fact as complicated as the canonical adaptation of the 
solution of [2]. That is why we prefer not to do so. 
Another difference between our approach and [2] is the following. For 
computational reasons, we think it more interesting to have a recursion for 
numerator and denominator, rather than having a “closed form” solution as 
in [2]. The formula (5.6) of [2] defines the Z, mentioned before in terms of 
some A,, which is the mismatching of the data M, by a minimal partial 
realization of M,, . . . , M, ~ 1. To compute this, some inner product of block 
sequences involving its numerator and denominator are necessary. After that, 
if you want to go to the next stage of the realization, an algorithm has to be 
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performed to find the polynomial numerator C,, and denominator A,, so that 
Z, = C,,A; ‘. In our approach, we first compute C,, and A,, and then we 
could set Z, = C,,A;l, but there is no need at all to do this. 
Finally, because we propose an algorithm which works with the series S 
and R (see Algorithm MPR in Section 3), we get a so-called “layer peeling” 
version of the algorithm, which does not need an inner product. The 
computational version of [2] requires an inner product in every step because 
it is basically a “layer adjoining” version. It is a known fact that for a parallel 
implementation, the latter is computationally less efficient. The terminology 
“layer peeling” and “layer adjoining” was introduced by T. Kailath and his 
coworkers when studying algorithms like this in a scattering framework. The 
Levinson algorithm is a typical example of a layer adjoining algorithm, while 
the Schur version is a layer peeling analog. 
2. THE MINIMAL (PARTIAL) REALIZATION PROBLEM 
This problem has been given a lot of attention in linear system theory 
[ll, 121 and can be formulated as follows. Consider the formal power series 
M(z) around z = 00: 
M(z) = E M,z-~ with M, E KpXm. 
k=l 
K is an arbitrary (possibly finite) field. The coefficients M, are called the 
Markov parameters of a linear constant strictly causal system. The power 
series M(z) can be interpreted as the transfer function expanded in a power 
series around z = co. The theory is applicable not only to discrete time 
systems, in which case the sequence { M, } is the impulse response sequence 
{ h, }, but also to continuous time systems, in which case Mk are equal to 
dk-‘h(t)/dtk-‘It=,,, where h(t) is the impulse response. 
We use the notation K [z] to denote all polynomials with coefficients 
belonging to the field K; in a similar way KPxm[z] and K”[z] are defined. 
K( z-‘) denotes the set of all Laurent series that can be written as CF=&kz-k, 
i.e. with a finite number of terms with a positive power of z. Similarly, 
Kpxm(~-l) and K*(z-‘) are defined. 
A partial realization of order n of M(z) is a rational matrix function 
C(z)A(z))’ with C(z) E KpXm[z] and A(z) E Kmxm[z] such that 
C(z)A(z)-l=M(z)+O(z-“-‘), Z’CQ, 
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i.e., the first tr Markov parameters of M(z) and C(z)A(z)-’ are the same. 
The partial realization is minimal if the degree of the determinant (degdet) of 
A( z ) is minimal. The qualification “partial’ is skipped if n = 00. 
3. SOLUTION OF THE MINIMAL PARTIAL REALIZATION 
(MPR) PROBLEM 
In this section we give an algorithm to solve the MPR problem very 
similar to the solution given by Dickinson, Morf, and Kailath [8] and 
Anderson, Brasch, and Lopresti [l]. More details about this algorithm, which 
we call algorithm MPR, can be found in these papers and in [14]. 
We shall briefly review the main ideas of this algorithm without proofs. 
Therefore we need some terminology and notation. 
A nonzero vector a(z) = I?= _dakz-k E K”(n-‘) has degree d iff a_d 
# 0. The coefficient ad is called the highest degree coefficient of a(z). Note 
that this definition can also be applied to the special case of polynomial 
vectors. The degree of the zero vector is defined as - 00. 
A matrix 
E al,kz-k i a2, kx -k-‘. $ a,,kZ-k E KpXm(z-l), 
k= -d, k= -d, k= -d, 1 
is called column reduced iff the matrix of the highest degree coefficients 
a, -d # 0 is nonsingular. This column highest degree coefficient matrix is 
denoted by A,,. Similarly row reducedness and the row highest degree 
coefficient matrix A,, are defined. 
A polynomial matrix V( z ) E Km xm [ z] is called unimodular iff det V( z ) E 
K\(O), i.e., V(z) has a polynomial inverse. 
Every unimodular matrix V(z) can be interpreted as a product of 
polynomial elementary transformation matrices: 
Ei, j = the unit matrix in which column i and column j are inter- 
changed; 
Ei, j(q(z)) = the unit matrix in which column j is replaced by column j plus 
q(z) E K [ z] times column i; 
E,(k) = the unit matrix where column i is multiplied by k E K\(O). 
It is a well-known fact [16] that every nonsingular polynomial matrix 
A(z) E Kmxm [z] can be brought into column reduced form by postmultiply- 
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ing with a unimodular matrix V(z). That is, there exists a unimodular matrix 
V(z) such that A(z)V(z) is column reduced. Because degdet A( Z) = 
degdet A(x)V(z), we only have to look for minimal partial realizations 
C(z)A(z)-’ with A(z) column reduced. Algorithm MPR computes the 
columns a,(z) of such a column reduced denominator polynomial matrix 
A(z). The numerator polynomial matrix C(z) is easily computed when A(z) 
is known: C(z) is the polynomial part of M(z)A(z). 
The main point of [8,1,14] is the fact that the columns ai of A(z) 
have to be solutions of the set of homogeneous linear block Hankel equations 
determined by the first 
the partial realization: 
n Markov parameters { M, }i= 1 if n is the order of 
where 
Ml 
Ml 
M2 
M n--u M n-u+1 
M n-a+1 Mn-Cl+2 
Ml 
. . . k . . . M l+U 
. . . M, . . . M n+l 
a 
1 = 
I 
, 
. 
5-l’ 
ca-2 
CO 
0 
6 
I.1 
r2 
u(z) = 1 UiZi 
i=O 
represents a column of the denominator A( z ) of degree (Y, 
a-1 
c(2) = c CiZi 
i=O 
represents the corresponding column of the numerator polynomial matrix 
is called the corresponding residual series of a(z). Written in K (z-‘) 
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notation, (3.1) is equivalent with 
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M(z)a(z) =c(z)+ r(z), 
where 
c(z) E KP[Z] and r(z) = O(Z-~+~-‘), z + 00. 
Let u;(z), i = l,..., m be the columns of the column reduced denominator 
polynomial Ak(z) of a kth order MPR, k = 0,1,2,. . . . We shall call these 
vectors solution vectors. They can be put in a triangular table called the 
soluble table, as shown in Figure 1. Note that [a: ui * * . u”,] can be 
chosen as the m x m unit matrix I,. Note also that the degree C$ of a:(z) is 
at most k. The residual Raf(z) is defined as the coefficient of degree 
- k - 1 + a: of the residual series rF( z). It is called the discrepancy in [l]. 
This is the first coefficient in r:(z) which is not explicitly annihilated by 
(3.1). The subspace of KP generated by the residuals Ru f( z), i = 1,2,. . . , m, 
k < n, is called the residual space for order n. The potential degree [8] or 
accumulation index [ 11 with respect to order n of a solution vector u:(z) of 
degree CX~ is defined as v = n - k + a:. If the residual space has dimension s, 
then there exist s solution vectors with minimal potential degrees with 
respect to order n whose residuals span the residual space. These will be 
called auxiliary vectors, and we denote them by x;(z) having potential 
0 N 
I 
1 
0-- a~..._,a~ 
f w degree 
“_ \; N- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
order 
FIG. 1. 
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degree +rry, j = 1,. . . , s. The following property is basic for the algorithm: 
THEOREM 3.1. A basis for the kernel of the block Hankel matrix 
H= 
M, ... Ml+, 
M’ “-a .** M, I7 
or equivalently, a basis for the space of all a(z) = I$zOaizi satisfying 
H[ai ... ailT=O, 
is given by 
with 
B( n, a) = A, u X, 
where 
b44>!= IzI 
i  
{a(z),za(z),...,zP-aa((z)} if a<p, 
if (Il>p 
and 
a:(z) are the solution vectors of degree a;, 
x;(z) are the auxiliary vectors of potential degree rjn 
for the MPR problem of order n for the sequence M,, M,, . . . . 
Proof. See [l; 14, Theorem 4.11. n 
Using the basis, algorithm MPR constructs the solution vectors a:+‘(z) 
of order n + 1 based on the solution vectors a;(z) and auxiliary vectors 
x;(z). This is done by updating the G matrix for the successive orders. This 
G matrix contains all the quantities involved (we drop the explicit indication 
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of the order for notational simplicity): 
with 
x(z) = [ 'ij] 
A(z) = [Aij] 
‘tz) = [‘ij] 
R(z) = [ Rij] 
Y c 
G= X A 
[ 1 S R 
with Xii= c Xi,j,d~d, tij=degXij 
d=O 
981 
(auxiliary vectors), 
with Aij= c Ai,j,d~d, qj=degAij 
d=O 
(solution vectors), 
with Sij = c Si,j,dzd, uij = degSij 
d= -co 
(residual series of auxiliary vectors), 
Pi, 
with Rij= c Ri,j,d~d, pij=degRij 
d= --oo 
(residual series of solution vectors). 
Note that if one of these degrees is - CQ, we define Ccdzd = 0. 
The column degrees are defined by the following functions: 
982 
and we define 
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a,,=min{ujlj=l,...,p}. 
ai denotes the ith column of A(z) (similar for the other blocks). 
Note that algorithm MPR described below constructs G for the next 
order such that A,, is a unit upper triangular matrix. This implies also that 
the degrees aj for order n are equal to the controllability indices K j( n) 
[14,4]. The G matrix for order n + 1 is equal to the G matrix of order n 
multiplied on the right by the unimodular matrix V,,, 1(z). These matrices 
V,(z) contain all the information to construct a matrix continued fraction 
whose convergents are the MPRs C(z)A(z)-‘. 
MPR := 
Initial&C 
For n=0,1,2,... 
GenerateSomeSolution 
CenerateV 
MakeCanonical 
end MPR 
InitializeG := 
{A possible choice for G of order 0} 
SetG=[i i]=[:\p :)I 
end Initialization 
CenerateSomeSolution := 
{Compute G of order n + 1 based on G of order n } 
For i = 1,. . . , m 
Set Ra, = the coefficient of z-“-l+a, in fi. 
If Ra, = 0 then Vci) = I,,,. 
If Ra,#Othen 
Write Rai as a linear combination of the columns of She, i.e. Raj + 
S,,[c,,...,c,]r=O 
Choose some 1 such that a,=ma.x{uj~cj+O, j=l,...,p} 
If u1 > pi then 
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If (I, < pi then 
P 
Vci) = n Ej,P+,(cjzf'-uj) 
i=l 
GenerateV := 
m 
Set V = n Vci) 
i=l 
end GenerateV 
For the moment the definition of MakeCanonical is empty. Thus for the 
moment it can be ignored. In the next section, when a canonical solution will 
be generated out of the present one, a definition of this step will be given 
which requires some nontrivial operations. 
NOTES. 
(1) Algorithm MPR essentially eliminates the residual Rai of each solu- 
tion vector a,. If this residual is zero, a, is also a solution vector of order 
n + 1. If not, then we have to take a linear combination c of ai and the 
auxiliary vectors x j such that the residual of c with respect to order n is zero. 
If the highest potential degree rITI of the auxiliary vectors active in the linear 
combination c is greater than the degree (Y~ of the solution vector ai, the a, 
can replace x1. If rl < CQ, then the auxiliary vectors can be left unchanged. 
Because the residual degree ui of si and the potential degree 77, of xi are 
related by ui = - n - 1 - ri, it is easy to see that the tests r1 > ( < ) oi turn 
out to be equivalent with the tests u1 > ( < )pi used in the algorithm. 
(2) The V matrix obtained in the step GenerateV is the matrix Vn+i. 
(3) Algorithm MPR is a so-called “layer peeling” variant of a 
Berlekamp-Massey type algorithm, since it updates the residual series of 
solution and auxiliary vectors together with the vectors themselves. This is 
extremely simple, since they obtain the same recursion. Therefore, the 
residuals are directly taken from the residual series and are not computed by 
multiplying a block row of the Hankel matrix with the solution vectors. The 
latter strategy is called “layer adjoining,” and this is the one that is used in 
the scalar BerlekampMassey algorithm. The algorithm can be easily adapted 
to get this variant. One can drop the residuals from the recursion and use the 
equivalent tests described in note (1). For a parallel implementation, how- 
ever, the layer peeling variant is more efficient because it is free of inner 
products. 
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(4) We also included the numerators in the algorithm. They are not 
necessary to keep the algorithm going (only the residual series, the degrees of 
the solution vectors, and the order are needed), but the Y and C blocks will 
be used to construct a matrix continued fraction later on. Moreover, they are 
a part of the V matrix, which plays a central role in the theory. 
Once the solution vectors and the auxiliary vectors are known, it is easy to 
write down all the different solutions. We have the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.2. All the different solutions of the nth order minimal 
partial realization problem are given by C”( z)A’( z) -’ with the columns 
a;(z) of A’(z) given by 
a)(z) =aj(z)+ c 2 Xi,,jzi-Tkr,(z), j = 1,2 ,***, m, (3.2) 
k=l i=lr, 
where 
rk is the potential degree with respect to order n of the auxiliary vector 
X,(Z)> 
aj is the degree of the solution vector a j(z> of order n, 
Xi,i E K form a minimal set of flee parameters. 
Proof. See [l; 14, Theorem 4.21. 
4. A CANONICAL SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
When we use algorithm MPR to compute certain MPRs C(z)A(z)-1 of 
successive orders, we obtain the unimodular matrices Vi, Vs, . . . , V,, V, + 1,. . . . 
Later on we indicate how these matrices define a matrix continued fraction 
whose convergents are the MPRs C(z)A(z)-‘. As can be seen e.g. from 
(3.2), these matrices V,, are not unique. We shall put some extra conditions on 
the G matrices so that they become unique and consequently also the V, will 
be unique. In this section we shall state the extra conditions and an algorithm 
to transform G by elementary polynomial transformations to its unique form 
defined by these extra conditions. 
Suppose G, is the G matrix of order n. Algorithm MPR constructs a 
unimodular matrix V,, + i such that GA+ i = 6, V,, r is a certain choice for the 
G matrix of order n + 1. We shall construct a unique unimodular matrix 
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W ,,+i such that G,,+i= G;+i W,,+,= G, V,,,, W,,, will also satisfy the 
extra conditions. From now on, when we use the notation A = O(zfii*j)) for 
a matrix A, this means that Aij = O(zfii,j)), z + co. The four extra condi- 
tions are: 
(a) A(z) has to be canonical (i.e. column and row reduced) with 
A,, a unit upper triangular matrix and 
A,, the m X m unit matrix I,. 
(b) A(z)-‘X(z) has to be strictly proper, i.e. 
A(z)-‘X(z) =O(z-‘) 
Together with condition (a) this means that 
x(z) = o(z”~-‘) 
where ~~ = cxi are the controllability indices for the sequence M,, M,, . . . . 
(c) S(z) has to be canonical with 
-Ss,, unit lower triangular and 
-S,,, the p X p unit matrix I,. 
(d) S(z)-‘R(z) has to be strictly proper, i.e., assuming S(z) is row reduced 
with row (and column) degrees ui [see condition (c)l, we make R(z) = 
o(z"i-'). 
We describe now the steps of algorithm MakeCanonical that constructs 
the unimodular matrix W = W,,, i. This definition should replace the empty 
definition of the previous section. For further reference, we shall call the 
algorithm MPR with this nonempty definition algorithm CMPR (C for 
canonical). 
MakeCanonical := 
InitializeW 
MakeACanonical 
MakeShcLowerTriangular 
MakeAinverseXStrictlyProper 
MakeSCanonical 
MakeSinverseRStrictlyProper 
MakeV 
end MakeCanonical 
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InitializeW := 
Set W(z) = Zp+m 
end InitializeW 
MakeACanonical := 
{Make A(z) canonical [condition (a)]; note that A,, is already unit upper 
triangular} 
For j =1,2,...,m 
For d =(~~,a~-~,...,a,,,~ 
For i=m,m-l,...,l 
If i Z j and d > ai and Ai, j,d # 0 then 
y=d-a, 
Replace [ g] by [ g]Ep+i,p+& - Mi,j,dXY) 
end MakeACanonical 
MakeShcLowerTriangular := 
{Before we make A( z)-rX(,z) strictly proper [condition (b)], we can make 
- S,, unit lower triangular [condition (c)]. Note that S( z ) is already column 
reduced} 
Fori= p 9 9.a.9 
Choose some 2 such that e = a,, = min{ a, j 1 uij = uj, j = i, . . . , p } 
Set q = -S& 
Replace [ $1 by [ $]Ei,rE,(q) 
For j = i + 1,. . . , p 
If ui~uj and Si,i,ojfOthen 
Set y = ui - ui 
Replace [ $1 by [ $]E,,j(S,,j,ojzy) 
end MakeShcLowerTriangular 
MakeAinverseXStrictlyProper := 
{Make A(z)- ‘X( z) strictly proper [condition (b)]} 
For j=1,2,...,p 
For d =tj-l,...,a,, 
For i=m,m-l,...,l 
If d>ai and Xi,j,d#Othen 
y=d-a; 
Replace [g] by [ $]Ep+i, j( -Xi j,dz’) 
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end MakeAinverseXStrictlyProper 
MakeSCanonical := 
{Make S(z) canonical [condition (c)] while condition (b) is maintained} 
For j = 1,. . . , p 
For e=aj,aj-l,...,u,, 
For i = 1,. . . , p 
If i # j and e > q and Si, j,e Z 0 then 
y=e-a, 
Replace [ $1 by [ $]E, j(Si, j,,“) 
{This part of the program makes A(z)- ‘X(z) strictly proper again} 
For d=,$j,5j-l,...,amin 
For i=m,m-l,...,l 
If d > ai and Xi, j,d # 0 then 
Y=d-ai 
Replace [ g] by [ $]Ep+i, j( - X ,j,dZ’) 
end MakeSCanonical 
MakeSinverseRStrictlyProper := 
{Make S(z)-‘R( z) strictly proper (condition (d)) while A(z) remains 
canonical} 
For j=l,...,m 
For e=Pj,Pj-l,...,u,, 
For i = 1,. . . , p 
If eau, and Ri,j,e#Othen 
y=e-a 
Replace [ $1 b [ $]Ei,,,i(Ri,j,eZY) 
{Make A(z) canonical again [condition (a)]} 
For d = aj - 1, aj - 2,. . . , amin 
For i=m,m-l,...,l 
Jf d.>q and Ai,j,,#Othen 
Y=d-ai 
Replace [ $1 by [ g]Ep+i,p+& -Ai,j,dZY) 
end MakeSinverseRStrictlyProper 
MakeV := 
Set V(z) =V(z)W(z) 
end MakeV 
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5. PROPERTIES OF THE SOLUTION MATRICES G, AND THE 
UNIMODULAR MATRICES V, 
In this section we shall state and prove some very interesting properties of 
the matrices G, and V,, obtained by applying algorithm CMPR. We shall use 
the following notation: 
, (5.la) 
-BLn 
T * 
l,n I 
(5.lb) 
(5.lc) 
(5.ld) 
THEOREM 5.1. The inverse of a square column reduced matrix A(z) with 
column degrees aj is a row reduced matrix B(z) with [B(z)] hr = [A(z)] i: 
and row degrees - ai, Similarly for a row reduced matrix A(z). 
Proof. Trivial. n 
THEOREM 5.2. The blocks of the matrix G,, associated with M(z) by 
algorithm CMPR of the previous section satisfy 
and 
M(+h,,b) -C,,,(d =R,,,(d 
MWL(4 -y1,,(4 = SL,W. 
Proof. Trivial. 
THEOREM 5.3. The MPR of order n for M(z) as generated by algorithm 
CMPR satisfies 
(e) M(Z) = C,,,(z)A,,.(z)-‘+ O(z-Kj(“)+OJn)-l), 
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where K j( n) are the controllability indices of M,, . . . , M, and q(n) are the 
column degrees of S,,,(z). 
Proof. From Theorem 5.2 it follows that 
M(z) = Cl,,&: + %,,A$. 
From condition (d) together with (c) we know that 
R,,,(z) = o(z”‘(“)-l), 
Condition (a) and Theorem 5.1 imply that A<: is column reduced with 
column degrees - Kj(n). So 
R, “A,‘, = O(,“i(‘++-I), 
3 , 
and this proves the theorem. n 
THEOREM 5.4. Conditions (a), (b), (c), and (d) imply that 
(f) D,,,,(z) is canonical with row degrees - q(n) and 
D,, is a unit lower triangular matrix and 
D,, is the p x p unit matrix I,. 
The q(n) are the column degrees of S,,,,(z). D,,,,(z) is defined by (5.1). 
proof. See [14, Theorem 6.51. Using the definition of S,,, and (e) we 
get 
S,,” = Mx,,, -Y,,, 
= [ C1,,AII,” + 0( ~-‘i(“)+~l(“-~)] X, n - Y, n 
= (C,,,A,i - YI ,,) + O(z-Kj(“)+“J”)-l)xl n. (5.2) 
From (a) and (b) it follows that 
X l,n 
= (qz%P+l); 
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thus that the last term in (5.2) gives 
O(~-rj(")+oi(n)P1)X 
l,n 
= 0(ye-2). 
From Vl,,R1,, = Zp+,,, we get 
- 0,: = C,,,A$J,,, - yl,,, 
so that 
S 1,*= - , 0,; + O(Z~‘(‘+~). 
If (c) is satisfied, 
S Lll-O(~ q(“jM2) = diag( z’l(“), . . . , z”Jn)) [s,,,] hr + lower order terms, 
so Dl,. will be column reduced with 
Wl,,lhc = 1, = - h.lw 
To prove the row reducedness of D,,, we use the fact that the auxiliary 
vectors x of order n are solution vectors of order wj < n that are not solution 
vectors o i order wj + 1, i.e., 
S,,, = MX,,, - Yl,, = O(zpwJ-l+cj), (5.3) 
or - wj - 1 + Ej = uj( n), where ij is the degree of x j. 
(5.2) can also be written as 
S 1,n= - Dl,; + O(z-“-‘+[j) 
= qz-++5, ) [from (5.3)] 
with wj -C n. Because S, n is column reduced with [ - S,, ,] hc equal to a unit 
lower triangular matrix, it is clear that D,, n is row reduced with [D,, .] hr unit 
lower triangular. W 
THEOREM 5.5. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 5.4 we have: 
The TOW (or column) degrees - a,(n) of D,,, are equal to the observability 
indices v,(n) of the sequence M,, M,, . . . , M,. 
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Proof. Because A,,+iV”+r= Zptm, we get that D,,!,B, n is a left co- 
prime matrix fraction description for C,, “A; A. Because bi, “’ is row reduced 
and [D,, ,] hr is unit lower triangular [condition (f)], it follows that - ui( n) = 
vi(n>. n 
COROLLARY 5.6. From Theorems 5.3 and 5.5 we get that the MPR of 
M(z) generated by algorithm CMPR satisfies 
M(z) - C,,,A<k = O(~-Kj(n)-Y~(“)pl), 
where am and ui( n) are the Kronecker indices, i.e., controllability and 
observability indices, respectively, for the sequence M,, . . . , M,. W 
THEOREM 5.7. For each order n = 0,1,2,3,. . . there is one and only one 
matrix G, such that conditions (a), (b), (c), and (d) are satisfied. 
Proof. Suppose that there are two different matrices G and G’ of order 
n satisfying conditions (a), (b), (c), and (d). (We drop the n from the 
notation for simplicity.) From Corollary 5.6 we get 
M(x) -CA-‘= O(~-“-y~-l), 
M(z) - D’-‘B’ = O( z-‘j-‘o-l). 
Subtracting these two equations leads to 
CA-‘_ D’-‘B’= O(Z-tt-Vl). 
Multiplying to the right by A and to the left by D’ gives 
D’C - B’A = O(z-‘). 
The left hand side of this equation is a polynomial matrix, so the right hand 
side has to be zero. It follows then that 
CA-~= ~f-1~‘~ C/A?-1 
Because A and A’ are canonical by condition (a), we get that [3] 
C = C’ and A = A’; similarly D = D’ and B = B’. (5.4) 
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From (5.4) it follows that [see (5.1) for notation] 
D’ 
-U’ -?l[x’ AC]= [; :I with P=T’X-U’Y, 
or 
This implies that X = X’ + A’P. Using condition (b), we get A- ‘X = A’- ‘X 
+ P. Thus we find P = 0. This gives us U’= U, T’= T, and similarly Y’= Y, 
X’= x. 
Because the upper parts V and V’ of the matrices G and G’ are identical, 
also the residual sequences will be the same. n 
NOTE. A very simple proof can be given using a result of [4] and [5], 
where it is proved that there is a unique MPR M,,,(z) of order n such that 
M(z) - M,,“(Z) = O(z-KJ(n)-“:(n)-l). (5.5) 
From Corollary 5.6, it follows that algorithm CMPR chooses this unique 
MPR. 
The role of the conditions (a), (b), (c), and (f) can be explained as follows: 
If a specific MPR is chosen together with its G matrix G,, then all G 
matrices coupled with this MPR are such that the upper part V,,, is 
unimodular while the denominator A, n is unique up to a unimodular 
transformation. Hence, all G, matrices are then given by 
u, 0 
Gn P [ 1 u ’ 1 
where U, E K mXm[~] and Use KpXp[z] are unimodular, and P E KmXP[z] 
polynomial. 
Condition (a) determines U,, condition (c) or (f) determines Us, and 
condition (b) determines P. Condition (d) is implicitly used to pick the 
unique MPR satisfying (5.5). 
COROLLARY 5.8. Because the matrices G, are unique under the previous 
conditions, also their upper parts Vi,, and the building blocks V,, will be 
uniquely defined. 
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The unique MPR generated by algorithm CMPR and all the objects 
related to it which will also be unique will be given the adjective canonical. 
The following theorem gives the connection with the continued fractions 
as given by Antoulas [2]. 
THEOREM 5.9. Let the canonical unimodular matrices 
be as defined in step MakeV of algorithm CMPR. Then the convergents of 
the canonical matrix continued fraction 
c2+YzX 
c, + Y, .::. 
A, + X,- . . . A 
-=AB-l 
cs+Ys--- ’ B 
A, + X, ‘::, 
A, + X,-- . . . 
are the canonical minimal partial realizations C,, ,,( z)A 1, J z) ~ ‘. 
Proof. [2]. n 
The last property which we shall show here is about the physical 
realizability of the matrix continued fraction of Theorem 5.9 by a ladder 
network. It is described in Antoulas [2] how the nth convergent of the 
continued fraction can be realized by a ladder network as shown in Figure 2, 
where the transfer function of C, is Z, = C, Ai ’ and the transfer function of 
the augmented system zj is 
= [-:, ;j][ ij -k,] -‘. 
The overaIl transfer function is Z,, n = C,, ,,A,:. 
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FIG. 2. 
If each system Ej has to be physically realizable, then zj(z) should be 
proper rational. For a canonical continued fraction this will be true, i.e.: 
THEOREM 5.10. For a canonical continued fraction, each cj will be 
causal, i.e., zj is proper. We have in fact the following more general 
relations for 12 k + 1 
(1) Ck+&&= %+I,! = OC-‘1 (strictly PTOP~~), 
(2) A&, l= WO) (PV~)Y 
(3) %:I, 1 = O(zO) (pfwm), 
(4) Ai--A,1&+1,1 = O( z- ‘) (strictly proper), 
which give for 1 = k + 1 the causality of !&+ 1. 
Proof. (1): Because of Corollary 5.6 
(AZ> k+l,l= CM- Zl,,) - CM- Zl,,) 
= o(Z-~iW~,Wl ) _ O( ~-‘j(z)-vz(z)-l), 
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and because the K j( n) and vi(n) are not decreasing in n, we have 
(AZ) k+l,l = O(z-.jWG=-r >. 
It was shown by Antoulas [2, p. 11251 that Z,,, = Z,,, +(AZ)k+l,l with 
or 
w-4 k+l,l= GZk+l,&:(z + xl,kZk+l,lAi$ -lp 
D,:O(z-“j(k)-Y,(k)--l)= Z 
kfl ,A$ + Xl,kZk+l,lAl,:) -l. 1 1 
Because D,, k is column reduced with column degrees yi( k), the left hand 
side will be 0( ~-“l(~)- ‘). 
Condition (b) states that A,iX,, k is strictly proper, while condition (a) 
includes that A, k , is row reduced with row degrees K j( k). Therefore row j of 
X, 1 k will be of degree < K j( k) - 1. Thus we have 
O(Z~‘Q@-~)(Z + X,,,Z,+,,,A;:) = Z,+,,,A& 
or 
or 
O(Z-‘(J(~)-~)+ 0(zP2)Z,+,,,A,: = Zk+l,lAl,;, 
0(z-6j(k)-1)Al,k + O(Z_-~)Z,+,,, = Zk+l,l. 
Again, because A r, k is row reduced with row degrees K~( k), we have 
0W)+ 0(z-2)Zk+1,1 = Zk+l,l> 
or 
or 
Z k+l,l= OW’). 
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(2): Because 
%G+1,z + 4,zc4+1,z = 4,z 
we have 
A,:X, k = I , 0( z-r) by condition (b), and Z,, r, r = 0( zP ‘), as we have proved 
in (1). Hence 
A$~,,,[Z+O(Z-~)] =A,-:,,,. 
Because of the canonicity of the A,,, and because the K&n) are nondecreas- 
ing in n, we find that AciA,,, = O(z’), so that also Ak;lr 1 = O(z”). 
’ (3): This point can be shown as in (2) by duality. 
(4): By condition (b) we have that A,iX,, k is strictly proper. Because 
A 1, ix,, k = U,, ,$I<:, the latter will also be strictly proper. Now consider 
Use in the numerator on the right hand side 
T k+l,z = 4A,zxk+l,z~k+l,z  A&z 
and 
to get 
u k+l,z = 4Lz&+l,z~k+l,z 
q,q: = [A&lXk+r,J + Ak;lr,Pr,kPk+l ,D, k + %+,,&J,,kI -l*. , 
The second term can be rewritten as 
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Now, as is shown in (l), 
while 
u,,,D,: = 0(2-l), 
as said at the beginning of this proof. Also 
A;j,,,=O(z’) and D;J,,r=O(~o), 
as shown under (2) and (3). Hence we may conclude that the whole term is 
0( z’), and therefore 
which is 4. 
A,;‘l,l&+l,l= w-q: -ObO) 
= o( 2-l) - o( 2”) = O( ZO), 
Note that by duality also U,, 1, ,D,;‘,, l will be O(z’). 
6. EXAMPLE 
Consider the Markov parameters 
For order 0 we have that 
PO I co1 1 0 = [ 010 0 II0  0 1 ’ 
1 
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with residuals 
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+o [ 011 0 0 0 oz-1 11 
+ [ 0 0 I 0 0 
0 011 0 
1 1 z-2 
0 
+ [ 0 0 I 1 0 
0 010 1 
0 I p3 
0 
+ [ 0 0 I 0 1 
0 010 0 
0 1 p 
0 
+o 010 0 0 
[ 0 010 0 0 1 
(x-5+z-6+z-7+ -). 
With algorithm MPR we find for order 1 
Pl,l 
[Xl,1 
I Cl,11 = [ 0 011 0 0  0  1 1 
012 0 0 
0 I 0 1 0 
II0  2 1 
To get the canonical solution we continue as follows: 
1. A, is canonical. 1 
2. A,;X, = O(z-‘). 7 7 1 
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3. To make S,,, canonical multiply the first 2 columns by - 1. 
4. To make S<:R,,, = O(z-‘) we have to add the first column (with the 
sign change) to the last column and add the second column (with sign 
change) to the third column. 
We then get 
while 
+ 
[ 
-1 010 0 -1 z-3 
OOlOl 0 1 
+ 0 0 I 0 1 0 z-4+ .... 
[ 0 010 0 0 1 
For order 2, algorithm MPR will have nothing to do, so that 
v, = A, = I_ 
For order 3, it finds 
PI,3 I CL31 = [ 
0 011 0 0 1 0 010 0 1’ 
-1 0; z 0 -1 
P,,, I AI.31 = [ 0 1 I 0 z2 .z > 
0 01 -1 -1 2 
1 
1000 
and 
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1 0’0 0 0 FL3 I 431 = [ -0 o j o o o]z -1 
+ 
[ 
0 0 I 0 0 0 z-2 
-1 010 0 0 1 
+ [ -1 010 0 0 II   on-3 1 0 
+ [ 0 1 I 0 0 0  010 
0 0 
1 z-4+ .... 
To make this canonical, only S,,, has to be made canonical. This is obtained 
by multiplying the second column by - 1 and by subtracting z times this 
sign changed column from the first one. This results in 
p 010 0 0 
1 I 1 010 00 1 0 .z Z21 0 -1 2 1 0 
1 
-----~~-!&--o , 
v3= 0 
: -110 OlOOF Z2 1 
and A,= 1 ~---~~-~----~--~ 1, 
1 0 010 II0 00 1 1 
and this is also a solution for order 4, which gives 
v, = A, = I,,,. 
It can easily be checked that each subsystem that is connected with a y or 
Ai, i = 1,2,3,4, is physically realizable. 
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper algorithm CMPR is formulated to give a canonical solution 
of the minimal (partial) realization problem. Algorithm CMPR is found by 
taking the simpler algorithm MPR, which computes some solution, and 
extending it with some extra steps to make the solution generated by MPR 
canonical. Algorithm MPR is a variant of the algorithms of Dickinson, MO& 
and Kailath [8] and of Anderson, Brasch, and Lopresti [l] to generate some 
solution of the MPR problem. It is given in a form that makes the intimate 
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relation with the work of Antoulas [2] obvious. The extra steps transform the 
solution into a canonical solution i.e. a solution of the MPR problem that is 
made unique by some additional constraints. The unimodular matrices V, 
generated by algorithm CMPR are the building blocks of a matrix continued 
fraction which is physically realizable. This is an advantage over the unique 
solution proposed by Antoulas [2], which doesn’t necessarily have this prop- 
erty. Some other properties of this canonical solution are stated and proved. 
The note on Theorem 5.7 shows the connection with the work of Bistritz [4] 
and Bosgra and Van der Weiden [5]. The canonical solution method can be 
used to define matrix Pade approximations [6]. An explicit relation with the 
Euclidean algorithm is also given in [6]. The description of an ADA program 
which implements algorithm CMPR can be found in [15]. 
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